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Issue Rating

The student:

 y Has the ability to balance

 y Displays coordination skills

 y Has muscle tone and strength

 y Is able to use scissors to cut things

 y Has good posture while sitting in a desk

 y Sits on the floor with legs crossed (rather than straight out)

 y Walks on his or her heels (rather than toes)

 y Has good posture when writing

 y Can alter the direction of his or her eyes or turn his or her head 
without rotating his or her body

 y Can catch a ball

 y Can throw a ball

 y Can stand up from squatting

 y Can crawl on his or her hands and knees

 y Swings his or her arms normally when running

 y Demonstrates reading ability

 y Can focus

 y Is able to stop fidgeting when asked to do so

 y Generally maintains good posture or muscle control but loses 
that ability when tired or very stressed

Use this list to rate the student’s primitive reflexes. Assign a score out 
of ten (with one being “can’t do this” and ten being “great at this”) for 
each of the statements that follow. (A student at the average level of 
his or her class would score a five.)

Figure 2.3: List of Issues with Primitive Reflexes
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